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The book you have in your hands is the second volume of the eighth edition of Core Java™, fully updated for Java SE 6. The first volume covers the essential features of the language; this volume covers the advanced topics that a programmer will need to know for professional software development. Thus, as with the first volume and the previous editions of this book, we are still targeting programmers who want to put Java technology to work on real projects.
Please note: If you are an experienced developer who is comfortable with advanced language features such as inner classes and generics, you need not have read the first volume in order to benefit from this volume. While we do refer to sections of the previous volume when appropriate (and, of course, hope you will buy or have bought Volume I), you can find the needed background material in any comprehensive introductory book about the Java platform.

Finally, when any book is being written, errors and inaccuracies are inevitable. We would very much like to hear about them should you find any in this book. Of course, we would prefer to hear about them only once. For this reason, we have put up a web site at http://horstmann.com/corejava with an FAQ, bug fixes, and workarounds. Strategically placed at the end of the bug report web page (to encourage you to read the previous reports) is a form that you can use to report bugs or problems and to send suggestions for improvements to future editions.
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SQL Server Analysis Services 2012 Cube Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	If you prefer the instructional approach to a lot of theory, this cookbook is for you. It takes you straight into building data cubes through hands-on recipes, helping you get to grips with SQL Server Analysis Services fast.


	Overview

	
		Develop Business Intelligence solutions using a multi-dimensional model...
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Programming Elixir: Functional |> Concurrent |> Pragmatic |> FunPragmatic Bookshelf, 2014

	You want to explore functional programming, but are put off by the academic feel (tell me about monads just one more time). You know you need concurrent applications, but also know these are almost impossible to get right. Meet Elixir, a functional, concurrent language built on the rock-solid Erlang VM. Elixir's pragmatic syntax and...
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101 Investment Tools for Buying Low & Selling HighCRC Press, 2000

	More than just an investment dictionary, 101 Investment Tools for Buying Low and Selling High analyzes in a concise style various investment vanes-from stock indexes to measures of affordable housing to leading economic reports.

	Learn what these measures are, who's compiling them, where they are easily found, and how they can, or...
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Data Structures: Abstraction and Design Using Java, 3rd editionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2016

	Our goal in writing this book was to combine a strong emphasis on problem solving and software design with the study of data structures. To this end, we discuss applications of each data structure to motivate its study. After providing the specification (interface) and the implementation (a Java class), we then cover case studies that use the...
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Java EE 8 Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2018

	The Java platform is one of the most widely used platforms for application development in the world. The platform is so popular that there are several different flavors of Java that can be used for developing applications that run on different mediums. From development of desktop, mobile, or web applications and hardware operating systems,...
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Julian Schwinger Centennial Conference: Proceedings of the Julian Schwinger Centennial Conference Julian Schwinger Centennial Conference National University of Singapore, 7 - 12 February 2018World Scientific Publishing, 2019

	
		The Julian Schwinger Centennial Conference of 2018 assembled many of Schwinger's students, colleagues, and friends to celebrate this towering figure of twentieth century physics one hundred years after his birth. This proceedings volume collects talks delivered on this occasion. They cover a wide range of topics, all related to...
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